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Patrice BILVIN , Network Engineer at INTERDATA at INTERDATA No hay notas en la diapositiva. Real-time monitoring and visibility Automatic tracking of every user and device – wireless and remote – on the network. Gain visibility into network-related clients, including location, SNR, connection speed, and more. Measure response
times and error rates for client association with Wi-Fi radio, RADIUS authentication, IP address collection through DHCP, and DNS name resolution. Monitor the wired infrastructure that connects wireless controllers and access points. Display radio and radius errors, including noise floor information and channel usage, common causes of
connectivity issues. Drill down from network-level monitoring views to device level. Track performance, capacity, and statistics data at the application level, web traffic, and network deviations over a 40-week period. Device Discovery Automatically discovers WLAN infrastructure devices. Operate in any network environment, including large
distributed networks with multiple locations. Troubleshooting and diagnostics See client device data from ArubaOS, Aruba Instant, and Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager, including device type, operating system, operating system details, manufacturer, and model. Search for clients by user name or MAC address to get a diagnostic view of
device and network statistics along with indicators for assessing overall health and performance. Apply customer health to the floor plan to diagnose customer-specific or floor-plan-specific issues. Easily diagnose rf problems on your network for advanced rf troubleshooting. Root cause analysis and event correlation Map parent
relationships between access points, controllers, and switches to identify the root cause of downtime and performance issues. Correlate performance issues and downtime to send only one alert in the event of a parent device failure. Configuration Management Automatically configure app, controllers, Aruba Instant and Aruba Switches.
Define configuration policies through the web-based user interface or by importing a known good configuration from an existing device. Configure Aruba Instant ACp to provision a large number of branch locations with ease. Easily manage configurations across multiple locations with tools such as adding notes and overwrites, as well as
support for multiple edits and context sensitivity. Eliminate time-consuming and error-prone manual updates with efficient remote software distribution. Support advanced firmware image upgrades with features such as enforcing certified versions by group, splitting image downloads and restart processes, and Support for scheduling
firmware updates or changing configurations during off-hours. Archive device configurations for auditing and versioning. Additionally, archive device configurations and flash backups to restore the previous statistics and configuration of Aruba controllers. Support for detailed change audit logs made by all Operators. Improved network
planning and VisualRF provisioning, and the VisualRF offline tool enable fast rf and wired scheduling for new sites. Manage the latest technologies, architectures, and products One management interface for multiple generations of devices. Support for stand-alone, controller-managed and MESH AP, including external Aruba AirMesh.
Monitor wired edge devices with standard MIB data. Generate reports on the use of wired ports for capacity planning. Support for the latest ArubaOS and ArubaOS-Switch management features. Easy-to-use access based on web interface roles, display rights, and administrative permissions tailored to task-related responsibilities. Custom
key information charts let you pan and zoom to see specific periods of time. Identify and search for users by user name. The client overview summarizes the types of clients attached to the network and provides insight into the observed or VIP clients. Multiple dashboard views provide insight into every aspect of rf, clients, applications, and
network services. Aruba AW-VA-GLASS AirWave Virtual Appliance for Centralized Monitoring E-LTU You may also be interested in the following product(s) Aruba AW-VA-GLASS AirWave Virtual Appliance for Centralized Monitoring E-LTU Specification Aruba AW-VA-GLASS AirWave Virtual Appliance for Centralized Monitoring E-LTU
Reviews Share your thoughts with other customers? You have very fast processing time and very good shipping times. Shipping was perfect, boxes in good condition. The package arrived safely without any damage. Shipping &amp; Payment Cargo will be delivered within 1 day from 1 day from 2005 from 2015. The tracking number will
be offered at the end of delivery. Delivery optionsHHL delivery time 2-4 business days Fedex 2-4 business days Hong Kong EMS 5-10 business days Hong Kong Air Parcel 10-20 business days Across the Sea 10-20 business days Note: The above mentioned information is only for you, we will inform you about the tracking delivery
schedule. There are two options for delivery by air and sea: Delivery to the port: Router-switch.com is responsible for transporting goods to the port. All subsequent customs and transport charges are the responsibility of the buyer. Router-switch will recommend you trustworthy local forwarders. Router-switch.com facilitate progress with
the buyer's consent and at the buyer's expense. Door delivery: Router-switch.com will quote all destination fees before confirming your order. Router-switch.com is responsible for the transport of goods to the door after payment. PayPal Master Card Visa Discover American Express JCB Bank Transfer eCheck WestUnion Warranty
Warehouse Customer Service Customer Service Departments: Hong Kong | United States | Uk Checking Shipping 100% Low Price Guarantee: Router-switch.com provides high quality products at low wholesale prices All products are genuine and original only: The terms of the goods are New Sealed. All items items fully tested with
operating conditions by a certified HP engineer with customer consent. 100% Money Back Guarantee: If your returns meet our relevent standards, you can contact our customer service team to replace or return any product you have purchased from us. Professional Support: Router-switch.com experienced technical team can provide
support by phone, chat, email or remotely log in. Flexible Secure Payment &amp; Shipping: Verified Authorization: Mcafee Secure, VeriSign Secured Return Material Authorization (RMA) Process Standard Hardware Warranty Policy: HPE Servers (Original New Sealed): 3 Years HPE Other Products (Original New Sealed): 1 Year Aruba
Switches &amp; Access Points (Original New Sealed): 1 Year Aruba Other Products (Original New Sealed): 3 Years The Support Contacts: If your HP products have failed, you must contact your sales representative to check for product failure. If the problem still cannot be resolved by remote support methods, i.e. email or phone support,
an RMA procedure will be issued. Recently viewed products Product tags Please leave your email address and we will send you a notification when this product is in stock. Router-switch.com is neither a partner nor a partner of Cisco Systems. Logos remain the property of the respective company. Copyright @ 2002-2020 Router-switch
Ltd. | HongKong Yejian Technologies Co., Ltd | All rights reserved. The image may not exactly match the product. SKU: Shipping JX919A: Calculated on the checkout image may not fully match the product. Ready-made shopping? You can create a PDF of your shopping cart for later or for the purchasing department! Details at checkout.
SpecificationsProduct: Hewlett Packard EnterpriseManufacturer Part number: JX919AProduct Website address: Name: ArubaProduct Line: AirWaveProduct Model: DL36 Product name0: AirWave DL360 Enterprise Edition Hardware ApplianceMarketing Information: Aruba AirWave is an easy-to-use network operations system that
manages Aruba's wired and wireless infrastructure and many third-party manufacturers. It also includes visibility and controls to optimize how devices and applications work on your network. With a centralized and intuitive user interface, airwave provides real-time monitoring, proactive alerts, historical reporting, and fast and efficient
troubleshooting. Dedicated dashboard views quickly help you view potential rf coverage issues, unified communication and communication (UCC), application performance, and network service health. SINGLE GLAZING FOR LARGE AirWave Glass environments, provides customers with multiple AirWave instances with a single console
that clearly displays network infrastructure data for visibility, reporting, and Problems. An advanced search engine allows IT administrators to efficiently get to the data they need without suffering in a marathon click. Built-in single sign-on (SSO) security enables IT staff to securely secure AirWave consoles for efficient administration and
privilege control. The same role-based access controls that are used in AirWave also manage who is doing what. Glass is available in physical and virtual device options. ARUBA CLARITY Clarity is an additional module that proactively analyzes the quality of end-user experience, providing improved monitoring capabilities for critical
network services, such as time and response errors for a device to associate with Wi-Fi radio. Other monitored services include authentication times, DHCP IP address collection, and dns resolution. This gives IT organizations comprehensive insight into issues before they escalate when metrics are monitored in real time, as well as
captured through on-demand tests or scheduled tests for predictive insights. Product Type: Infrastructure Management EquipmentWłakiezyfwant factor: Rack MountHeight: 1.7 Width: 17.1 Depth: 27.5 Weight (approximate): 33.30 lbMiscellaneousApplication / Usage: Real-time remote monitoring Warranty: 1 year Technical dataProductor:
He wlett Pack Part Number: JX919AProduct Website Address: Name: ArubaProduct Line: AirWaveProduct Model: DL360Product Name: AirWave DL360 Enterprise Edition Hardware ApplianceMarketing Information: Aruba AirWave is an easy-to-use network operating system that manages Aruba's wired and wireless infrastructure and a
wide range of third-party manufacturers. It also includes visibility and controls to optimize how devices and applications work on your network. With a centralized and intuitive user interface, airwave provides real-time monitoring, proactive alerts, historical reporting, and fast and efficient troubleshooting. Dedicated dashboard views quickly
help you view potential rf coverage issues, unified communication and communication (UCC), application performance, and network service health. Single glazing for large AirWave Glass environments provides customers with multiple AirWave instances with a single console that clearly displays network infrastructure data for visibility,
reporting, and troubleshooting. An advanced search engine allows IT administrators to efficiently get to the data they need without suffering in a marathon click. Built-in Single Sign-on (SSO) security enables IT staff to securely switch from Glass to individual AirWave consoles for efficient administration and permission control. The same
role-based access controls that are used in AirWave also manage who is doing what. Glass is available in physical and virtual device options. ARUBA CLARITY Clarity is an additional module that proactively analyzes the quality of the user experience providing improved monitoring capabilities for critical network services, such as time
and response errors for the device to associate with the Wi-Fi radio. Other monitored services include authentication times, ip address collection via DNS resolution. This gives IT organizations comprehensive insight into issues before they escalate when metrics are monitored in real time, as well as captured through on-demand tests or
scheduled tests for predictive insights. Product Type: Infrastructure Management EquipmentChasimatic Factor: MountHeight Rack: 1.7 Width: 17.1 Depth: 27.5 Weight (Approximate): 33.30 lbMiscellaneousApplication / Usage: Real-time Remote Monitoring Warranty: 1 year&gt; year&gt;
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